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THE MOST POWERFUL COMPACT RADIO IN THE WORLD!

THE GRUNDIG YB-;OO
FM/AM Shortwave Receiver
Listen! Here is the BIG BREAKTHROUGH
in powerful performance and design. Not in
stores ... Now available to you in the U.s.A.
from Willa bee &: Ward. No other compact
radio packs all these powerful features.

.&. POWERFUL RECEPTION. The Gmndig
YB-SOOdoes it all: pulls in AM, FM, FM
stereo, every SHORTWAVE band, even
aviation, military and ship-to-shore. All with
lock-on digital precision.

.. POWERFUL SOUND. ExclusiveAudio
Power Boost - found on no other world
band radio - gives the YB-SOObig, rich,
room-filling legendary Grundig sound.

Powerful Features.
Power scan! The YB-500 has continuous
power scan on shortwave - stops at every
Signal and lets you listen. When you hear a
broadcast you want, you tell the radio
to stop. Only Grundig has this feature.

Power timing features! The YB-500 can
send you to sleep on FM, wake you with
weather on AM, then switch you to BBC
shortwave. Even shuts itself off. Elsewhere,
you'd pay $SOO for these features.

Powerful Memory.
The BBC andall major world broadcasters
are pre-set for instant retrieval. You an add

40 more stations on any band and display
call letters for reference. No other radio
at this price offers such powerful memory.

Also has instant keypad access to all
frequencies. Illuminated, adjustable LED
display for bedside use. Advanced RDS FM
station information display.It will be years
before other makers catch up with the
YB-500. But it is available today from
Willa bee &: Ward.

Powerful Value .
The Grundig YB-500 is only $299 (plus
$950 shipping and handling), payable in
eight monthly credit card installments of
$38.56. Includes 4 AA batteries, deluxe
travel pouch, stereo headphones, owner's
manual, and Grundigs shortwave listening
guide. INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ORDER
NOW A 0 GET A FREE DUAL-VOLTAGE
I TERNATIONAL ADAPTERI

Grundig I-year warranty on parts
and labor. 30-day money back guarantee.
Grundig is to radios what BMW and
Mercedes areto cars. European look! Euro-
pean sound! European quality' Order nowl

Phone orders normally shipped
next business day.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-367-4~n4
Extension 697-413

J
arrI"ed
froID
Europe!

First and ONLY world band with
award-winning vertical design. Measures

approXimately 7Y."X 4'!i" X I%': with built-in
stand and retractable ferrite antenna.

«:>1994 MSI
r - - - - - - - - - RESERVATION APPLICATION - - - - - - - -,

: Willa bee &: Ward
: 47 Richards Avenue· Norwalk,CT 06857
I

: ~
: Call Toll-Free: 1-800-367-4534
I Extension 697-413

Please send me Grundig YB-500
Digital All-Band Shortwave Receiverts). For
each receiver, charge eight installments of
$38.56* to my credit card:
oVISA 0 MasterCard0 Discover0Am. Ex.

Credit Card No.

Name------;;;:==;-;:o;:c:-:;c- _
Please Print Clearly.

Exp. Date

Address _ I
I
I
I
I
I
I,,,
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I • Anv apphcablr sulcs lax Will be btl led wllh sh'pmene. :
I Higher shipping/handling outSide U.S IL J

City _

State/Zip _

Signature __ -=~...,.--;:.,....".-:---."..,-_:_---
(Orders subject to acceptance}

o I prefer notto pay by credit card and will pay
by check. Enclosed is my check for $299 plus
$9.50 shipping/handling, a total of $30850*
for each receiver.
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22 CONFRONTING THE
AIDS VACCINE CHALLENGE
BYM4XESSEX

Although HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, has proven an extraordinarily
elusive foe, researchers are devising innovative ways to prevent its growth.
Still, because HIV mutates so quickly, numerous vaccines will be needed
to defeat the proliferation of the disease in different parts of the world.

DISTRIBUTING OUR
TECHNOLOGICAL INHERITANCE
BY GAR ALPEROVITZ

Entrepreneurs such as Microsoft's Bill Gates often appropriate vast riches
for themselves, though their individual contributions are actually modest:
we all stand atop a Gibraltar of knowledge, accumulated over generations
and contributed to by numerous people, that provides most of the basis of
present-day advances. Communities are now experimenting with a variety
of mechanisms that allow citizens to better share in the resulting wealth.

How NUMBERS CAN TRICK You
BY ARNOLD BARNETT

Media accounts of studies on health, safety, and the physical and social
sciences are often compromised by subtle errors in mathematical
reasoning that produce not-so-subtle errors in understanding. Herewith
a field guide to the Six Deadly Sins of Statistical Misrepresentation.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN ROBOTS
BYJ ROBERT FRICKE

Swarms of miniature subs, controlled by on-board artificial intelligence
and chock-full of scientific instruments, may soonbe roaming the seas.
Besides conducting detailed oceanographic surveys, these autonomous
vehicles could aid in oil exploration and production, monitor marine
pollution, track endangered species, and enable a new kind of fish farming.

57 SCIENCE FICTION: STEPCHILD OF SCIENCE
BY FREDERIK POHL

Although science fiction often "don't get no respect," it has inspired
the likes of Leo SZilard, Werner von Braun, and Stephen Hawking.It
also explores serious social change. And besides, it's just plain fun.

COVER: TAMAR HABER-SCHAIM
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One of Publishing's
Best-Kept Secrets

W2
N I was a kid inBrooklyn,

New York, during the 1940s
and' 50s, to be skinny was a
curse. Connoting undernour-

ishment, weakness, ineffectuality, and
poor long-term prospects, thinness was
something to grow out of as soon as pos-
sible or, better yet, to strenuously avoid
in the first place. By contrast, to bezaftig
(a Yiddish word I interpreted as "pleas-
antly plump") was a sign of robustness,
attractiveness, and staying power.

"He has notuchess"(only a wisp of
a rear end), one of my father's friends
once lamented about his skin-and-bones
young son.If the poor boy had little to
sit on-no bottom to build on-how
well could he fare in this ruthless world?

In the magazine business, we have
a similar though slightly less colorful
image. It is the "tripod" of the three ele-
ments-editorial content, circulation,
and advertising-that are essentialto a
magazine's health.If any of these legs
are short or fragile, the tripod either can-
not stand or leads a precarious existence.

At Technology Review,two of the
legs are extremely strong. The editorial
content is well regarded by readers and
journalist colleagues alike, who find it
not only timely and informative but
enjoyable to read. And the circulation-
the roster of subscribers-is rock solid.
The magazine is not quite so strong,
however, when it comes to advertising.
Without more of it, we are literally too
skinny. And because this translates into
insufficient income to cover costs, it's a
matter of some importance over the long
term that we round out thattuchess.

Easier said than done. ThoughTech-
nology Review's circulation is a re-
spectable 100,000, and much of this
audience is very well-educated, affluent,
and influential-just the kind of people
advertisers love to address-we are,
compared with the mass-circulation
magazines, what's known in the trade
as a "small book." Unfortunately, small
begets skinny.

Firstline

Remember that old joke about the
drunk fruitlessly searching for his keys
under the street lamp? He lost them else-
where, he explains, but the lamp is where
the light is. Similarly, to the media buyers
on Madison Avenue, the big books are
the universal outlet of choice because
that is where the largest audience is.

This rigid mindset applies even if the
advertiser, product, or service appeals
only to a small percentage of that audi-
ence, which can be found with higher
density-and might respond more fa-

mmay be small
by Madison Avenue

standards, but you get
a big bangfor the buck.

-
vorably-in smaller and more sophisti-
cated venues better attuned to their own
needs and style, and at far lower cost.In
particular, the upscale demographics
and purchasing power ofTechnology
Review's audience, together with the
magazine's relatively modest advertis-
ing rates (the price of one full-color page
in one issue ofNewsweek, for example,
buys almost three years' worth of the
same ad inTechnologyReview),makes
it a truly cost-effective buy.

But I cannot lay all the blame on the
unreceptiveness of advertising executives
preoccupied with first-tier,Fortune 100-
type accounts. We in smallbookland also
tend to search under that proverbial
street lamp ourselves by targeting the
biggest companies. There, we assume, is
where most of the money is. That's true,
of course, but little of it is earmarked for
us, and if we do occasionally get in the
door, we're last in and first out. Mean-
while, thousands of "second-tier" com-
panies-smaller than the biggest guys
but not small, and with nonastronomical
but nontrivial advertising budgets-
could find Technology Reviewto be just
what the doctor ordered.

We need to direct much of our adver-
tising-sales efforts to these and related

strategies, well tailored to our niche and
inherent strengths. But therein lies an-
other self-perpetuating problem: our
resources are modest. In the magazine
business, as in any other, it takes money
to make money. Because we are based
not at a company (much less one in the
publishing business) but at a university-
an entity that breathes great intellecrual
energy into the enterprise but is obliged
to put higher spending priority on more
traditional academic pursuits-we face a
tight limit on the money we can invest.

So we could use a little help from our
friends. If you, dear reader, are con-
vinced by the above remarks thatTech-
nology Reviewmay indeed be a highly
rewarding medium (and available at a
real bargain) for some of your organiza-
tion's advertising efforts, and you are in
a position to make or recommend such
decisions, we ask that you act. Helping
to make the magazine a little morezaftig
would not only be useful to us and a
value to your colleagues but a service to
fellow readers: matching advertisers and
audience is a benefit that cuts both ways.
Needless to say, our associate publisher
Peter Gellatly and his business staff will
be happy to assist.

Our institutional parent, MIT, does
not put out Technology Reviewto make -
a financial killing. Its motivations are
largely altruistic, involving service to the
public. Even the small self-serving com-
ponent of its support, I believe, revolves
around image enhancement more than
the hope of long-term monetary reward.
Yet although the intangible benefits of
publishing the magazine may be vast,
they are difficult to measure; meanwhile,
the costs are easy to measure.

Though substantial dollar profit is not
necessarily the goal, neither is a negative
balance sheet. As Tevye, the earnest but
struggling milkman inFiddler on the
Roof, observed, "It's no shame to be
poor. But it's no great honor, either."
At the very least, to paraphrase the time-
honored rule of that ivy-covered institu-
tion down the street, "Every tripod on
its own bottom.".

--STEVEN J. MARcus
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Technology Review books explore and
explain, fascinate and delight. Readers young
and old will welcome these carefully chosen
titles to their library-as well as the learning
that only great books can give!

My First Science Book

by Angela Wilkes

Kids can learn about the
weather by making a rain
gauge, barometer, and wind
vane, or test acidity and alka-
linity with their own litmus
test. Includes instructions
with color photographs, and
clear explanations of why
things happen. Over a dozen
experiments.

Ages 6--10, Hardcover,48 pages, $13.00

200 Gooey, Slippery,
Slimy Experiments

by Janice VanCleave

Zany, wacky, entertaining,
this book engages children's
imaginations while answer-
ing their favorite questions
abour the envirorunent.
Your kids will have so much
fun conducting these 100%
fool-proof experiments
they'll forget they're learning.

Ages 8-12, Paperback,113pages, $12.00

The Complete Handbook
of Science Fair Projects

by Julianne Blair Bochinski

The only book you'll need
for selecting, preparing, and
presenting award-winning
science fair projects. Writ-
ten by a veteran contestant
and judge, this step-by-step
guide describes 50 projects
in detail and suggests 500
other topics suitable for
grades 7 and up.

Ages 12and up,Paperback, 206pages, $12.95

The Children's
Step-by-Step Cookbook

by Angela Wilkes

Bill Nye TIle Science
Guy's Big Blast of Science

The first cooking cour e for
aspiring young cooks, with
page after page of mouth
watering dishes. More than
50 easy-to-follow recipes
that are fun to make and
delicious to eat! Clear step-
by-step photographs show
each stage of the recipe.
Beautiful photographic cooking lessons.

Ages 4-12, Hardcover, 128pages,$18.95

Math for Every Kid

by Janice VanCleave

Easy activities that make
learning math fun! Packed
with illustrations, Math far
Every Kid uses simple prob-
lems and activities to teach
kids about measurements,
fractions, gra phs, geometry
figure ,problem solving
and more!

by Bill Nye

A highly cool handbook for
the laws of nature from
molecules to the Milky
Way. With science projects
and awesome fun for every-
one. Bill Nye the Science
Guy knows how cool sci-
ence can be! After all, every-
thing in the universe
involves science. You alreadythink scientifically
every day, evenif you don't know it!
Ages Wand up,Paperback, 171pages, $12.95

x

Toys in Space

by Dr. Carolyn Sumners

Jani"e\~t's

MATH
for Every Kid,..............~,..,.

Ages 8-12, Paperback,215pages, $10.95

175 More
Science Experiments

by Terry Cash, Steve Parker,
& Barbara Taylor

A sequel to the popular175
Science Experiments,this
book brings further enjoy-
ment to curious kids. Within
four main seetions--Sound,
Electricity, Simple Chem-
istry, and Weather-it pro-
vides a lively menu of experi-
ments, tricks, and things to
make.
Ages 8-12, Paperback,172pages, $12.00

Filled with dozens of toy-
building activities that simu-
late experiments NASA
astronauts perform on space
shuttle missions.

Ages 12 to adult, 78pages,
$10.95

Sportworks

by the Ontario ScienceCentre
Illustrated by Pat Cupples

Why does a curveball
curve? What makes a good
football helmet? How do
figure skaters spin so fast,
and don't they get dizzy?
You find answers to these
sports mysteries and much
more in this fun-filled book
by the world-famous Ontario Science Centre.

Ages 8-12, Paperback,96pages, $8.95

Science Wizardry
for Kids

by Margaret Kenda&
Phyllis S. Williams

More than 200 authentic,
safe experiments that use
everyday, inexpensive mate-
rials. Kids will get to know
the thrill of discovery by
looking at their immediate
world: making toy boats,
brewing sun tea, growing
violets, collecting rocks. Includes step-by-step
instructions and glossary.
Ages 9-12,Spiral-baund,316pages, $13.95



Do's and Taboos
Around the \Vorld

Edited by Roger E. Axtell

This fascinating guide helps
thousands of high-powered
executives and tourists avoid
the missteps and misunder-
standings that plague the
world traveler. It includes
facts and tips on protocol,
customs, etiquette, hand ges-
tures, body language, idioms,
and gift-giving.

Paperback, 200pages,$12.95

\

Taking Charge:
ie Electric Automobile in America

by Michael Brian Schiller

Discover the history and
future promise of the electric
car inAmerica.This book
revisitsthe race between elec-
tricand gas-poweredcarsin aU
itsaspects, including the little
known collaboration of
Henry Ford and Thomas
Edison. Schiffersuggeststhat
for Americans itmay be time
for the fabled victory of the
tortoise over thehare. Hardcover, 224 pages, $24.00

x
The Desktop

Mutlimedia Bible

by Jeff Burger

Multimedia-the integra-
tion of graphics, anima-
tion, text, sound, and video
with the interactive power
of the computer-empow-
ers anyone to communi-
cate more effectively using
high-tech presentations.
This book provides concise
information on the tech-
nology as well as how to put it together.
Paperback, 635pages, $32.95

TIle Ultimate Paper Airplane

by Richard Kline

More than just a toy, the
Kline-Fogleman airfoil
earned its inventors two
patents and was tested by
NASA. Here is the story
of its creation, along with
the secrets behind its
unmatched performance.
Plus, in tructions and
patterns for making
seven different models.
Paperback,126pages, $9.95

TI1CCurious Cook

by Harold McGee
-

HUll' to Order

To order by phone call:

(617) 253-8292
Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.rn, EST.

Pleasehave credit card information ready.

Or send this form with paymentto:

Technology Review Books
MIT W-59, Cambridge, MA 02139
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How can you keep the
green in guacamole and
pesto sauce? What's the
best way to make fruit ices?
Packed with fascinating sci-
entific lore, The Curious
Cook answers these ques-
tions and more to help the
home cook make use of sci-
entific discoveries about
food.
Paperback,339pages, $13.00
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The Wholc lnternct

by Ed Krol

1
2

3-4
5-6

$3.50
$3.95
$4.95
$5.95

$4.00
$4.95
$6.95
$8.95

Second edition
"The Internet user's
bible"
A complete
introduction to the
Internet. It covers the
basic utilities that you
use, important servers,
especially coverage of
the World-Wide Web. If
you use the net for work or pleasure ...you need
this book! Paperback, 544 pages, $24.95

-""
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The Best
Kits Catalog

by Frank Coffee
Ordered bv:

Name
----------------

Address
---------------

City
----------------

State Zip
--------- ----

Ship to:

Name
-------------

Address
---------------

City-----------------
State Zip---------- ----

Prepayment in U.S. funds only is required.

Check or money order is enclosed

for $
---------

Charge my:0Visa 0MasterCard

Acct. No.:
------------

Exp. Date:
-----------

Signature:
--------------

Top-of-the-line, time-tested
kits for constructing practi-
cally anything! This catalog
gives the money-saving
essentials on constructing
just about everything ever
dreamed of and takes the
reader step-by-step through
the construction of a variety
of kit projects.

Paperback,264 pages, $15.00

Make Your Own
Working Paper Clock

by James Smith Rudolph

A remarkable book that
can be transformed into
a working clock. Cut it
into 160 pieces, add a
few odds and end and
glue them together.
You'll have a piece that
keeps perfect time. A fun
and challenging project
for you and your friends!

Paperback,$13.00
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Letters

TIm MYI1J OFTIlE
DEFENSE GHETIO
In "Why Defense Reinvestment Won't
Work" (TR July 1994), Bruce Berk-
owitz defines defense reinvestment in
such a way that nobody could make it
work. The Clinton administration isnot
trying to "use the existing defense indus-
trial base as the spearhead for economic
growth." What we are trying to do is
break down the barriers between the
military and commercial sectors that
Pentagon rules and defense-procure-
ment policy have built up over the past
few decades, so we can maintain our
technology-based military advantage
with a much smaller defense budget.
Dual use is not a strategy for "defense
conversion," as the author suggests.
Rather, it is a strategy for allowing
DOD to draw more easily from the
commercial sector to meet defense
needs.

For example, the Department of
Defense's Flat Panel Display Initiative,
designedto foster acommercial U.S.dis-
play industry, is part of this strategy. By
targeting investments in information
technology, advanced manufacturing,
advanced materials, and other areas,
DOD is ensuring that commercial firms
in this country can supply defenseneeds
with leading-edge technologies at
affordable costs.

The Technology Reinvestment Proj-
ect is another part of this strategy. The
TRP offers firms the opportunity to
develop technologies that have both
commercial and military applications.
Eighty percent of the winning teams in
TRP are partnerships between defense
and commercial companies. Although
defensestands to gain the most from the
dual-use strategy, the civilian side of our
economy will benefit as well. Certainly,
DOD spending is small in relation to
our whole economy, but it has a dispro-
portionate effect since it is heavily
weighted toward fostering leading-edge
technologies, many of which willhelpto
strengthen our commercial industries
and, down the road, lead to the creation
of high-quality jobs.

Berkowitz is on target in observing

that the federal government's needlessly
cumbersome acquisition system is the
greatest barrier to commercial-military
integration, but he neglects to mention
that, despite failures in past administra-
tions, we are making progress in stream-
lining acquisition laws. The Senate
recently passed legislation to reform the
acquisition system, and the House is
expected to take similar action soon.
Moreover, DOD is aggressively elimi-
nating unnecessary military specifica-
tions and standards in favor of commer-
cial counterparts. There is more to do,
but thisis a substantial beginning.

President Clinton's defense reinvest-
ment policy also includes first-class
reemployment and retraining assistance
to workers who lose their jobs at closed-
up defense plants or shut-down military
bases; a range of programsto help
departing servicemen and women make
the transition to civilian life, from the
traditional GI Billto the new "troops-to-
teachers" and "troops-to-cops" oppor-
tunities; and redevelopment assistance
to communities that have relied on
defense spending for their economic
livelihood.

Finally, the best defense transition
strategy is a comprehensive one. This
means government investments in things
such as world-class education and train-
ing for all our children and workers, sus-
tained support of fundamental research,
technology extension services to help
small businesses perform berter, and
partnerships with industry to develop
commercial as well as dual-use tech-
nologies-thus fostering the growth of
the knowledge-intensive, wealth-gener-
ating industries that are the source of
good jobs and rising standards of living
for all of us.

JOHN H. GIBBONS

Assistant to the President
for Science and Technology

Washington, D.C.

Berkowitz argues that defense workers
with specialized skills will be able to
magically find employment in the com-
mercial sector after their defense
employers collapse. This contradicts the



rest of his argument, in which he claims
that defense-industrial skills are not eas-
ily adapted to harsh commercial reali-
ties. If the latter is true, then programs
like the Technology Reinvestment Proj-
ect may be effective tools for easing
defense firms and their workers into the
commercial sector.

MICHAEL TaPPA

ERIK PAGES

Defense Transitions Project
Business Executives for National Security

Washington, D.C.

Bruce Berkowitz's arguments concern-
ing defense reinvestment policies are
based on a distorted though common
view of the defense industrial base.
Berkowitz believes that defense compa-
nies are "hopelessly ill-suited for com-
peting in commercial markets" because
their management and organization are
incompatible with the skills, knowl-
edge, and culture needed to compete
commercially.

This is an old and tired refrain that
simply overlooks most of the firms in
the defense industrial base. Although
100 defense contractors receive about
two-thirds of defense prime contract
awards, they pass a huge portion of
those funds right through to subcon-
tractors. Lockheed Fort Worth, Allied
Signal, and Pratt & Whitney, for exam-
ple, all estimate that they purchase 60 to
70 percent of the value of their output
from suppliers. And this supplier base
is vast. According to data from the U.S.
Census, there are tens of thousands of
facilities doing defense-related work,
including half of all U.S. durable-goods
manufacturers.

What's more, despite Berkowitz's
unflattering comparison of defense firms
with Ford and Honda, mass consumer
markets are hardly the only kind of com-
mercial market. Mack Truck and
Cincinnati Milacron sell hundreds or
thousands, not hundredsof thousands,
of any particular model truck or indus-
trial robot and would have as hard a
time competing with Honda in mass
markets as Lockheed would.

Berkowitz points to a few high-profile
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cases where defense work is cordoned
off from commercial manufacturing, but
this unfairly belittles the technical and
managerial skills of most establishments.
At GE Aircraft Engines, commercial and
military engines share management,
inventory, R&D facilities, and manu-
facturing workstations. So too, Hewlett-
Packard's Microwave Semiconductor
Division, Hughes Aircraft's satellite
operations, and Wyman-Gordon Co.'s
Casting and Forging Division all inte-
grate commercial and military produc-
tion. These are some of the most com-
mercially successful companies in Amer-
ica. Even Texas Instruments' mostly
segregated Defense Systems and Elec-
tronics Group operates a production line
for application-specific integrated cir-
cuits that sells half of its output to com-
mercial customers.

As Berkowitz says, defense procure-
ment makes up only a small percent-
age of the national economy. Thus, the
tens of thousands of facilities in the
defense industrial base cannot all be
doing anything close to 100 per-
cent defense-related work. Policy
wonks on both sides of the con-
version debate might begin to find
common groundif they'd stop per-
petuating the myth of the defense ghetto.

TODD A. WATKINS

Department of Economics
Lehigh University

Bethlehem, Pa.

Bruce Berkowitz is correct in stating that
the nation should not invest "heavily in
the defense sector to produce new job-
creating economic growth." I would
have been blunter. The federal govern-
ment should not invest at all in the mili-
tary-industrial sector in a futile effort to
produce new job-creating growth. When
automobiles became popular, manufac-
turers of wagons either adapted or went
out of business. There is no point intry-
ing to save obsolete industries, whether-
equine-powered or military-powered.
Unfortunately, Congress finds it diffi-
cult to allow these industries to be
phased out because it fear new indus-
tries will not move in to replace them.

But in Lebanon, Pa., where I grew up,
steel mills, textile-knitting mills, and
shoe and shirt factories closed after
World War n. Today there is little
unemployment because new industries
are now taking advantage of that pro-
ductive workforce.

WARREN HIMMELBERGER

Wellesley, Mass.

A NEW GENERATION ON ROUTE 128
For the past25 years, I have pursued my
career in New England at three of the
firms Annalee Saxenian mentions in
"Lessons From Silicon Valley"(TR July
1994): Digital Equipment, Apollo/
Hewlett-Packard, and Data General. I
have also spent many hours in Silicon

Valley as a developer,
manufacturer, and em-

ployee. In my experi-
ence, Saxenian's hy-

pothesis-that
the cultural

and social dif-
ferences be-

tween "laid
back" Califor-

nia and the
"buttoned-

up" East Coast.
are the underlying cause of Silicon Val-
ley's relative success-has merit.

But I would point out that companies
such as Digital, Prime Computer, and
Data General had no alternative but to
develop proprietary technology and to
remain vertically integrated during the
'70s because disk drives, central process-
ing units, high-speed memory, magnetic
tapes, and operating systems were not
available at any price from other firms.
These pioneering companies invented
both new technologies and the processes
to build them.

Itwasn't until the Japanese began to
manufacture these components as com-
modities during the early '80s that West
Coast companies such as Apple and Sun
Microsystems could produce computer
systems cheaply, since the basic "stuff"
of computers was availableto everyone
at competitive prices. These companies
had an undeniable advantage in that
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they had no history to overcome or
existing customers to support.

A new generation of companies is
forming in the East that is learning from
past mistakes and combining the best
East and West Coast characteristics.
Many of us at such companies have had
to leave our old jobs to start or join new
companies to break away from the past.
What's more, regional differences such
as job switching and after-work beer
blasts typical of Silicon Valley will
become less important or practical as
these new companies form global part-
nerships with other companies using
information technology, as my current
employer is doing.

Roy J.MOFFA

Chipcom Corporation
Southborough, Mass.

ORGANIZATIONAL TEAMWORK
"Innovation Congregations" by Tom
Kiely (TR Apri/1994) leaves the mis-
taken impression that team product
design originated quite recently in com-
panies producing commercial goods.In
fact, the team approach to development
began almost a half-century ago in the
military-industrial-universitycomplex of
the 1950s.

Development groups were then so
large and included individuals from such
heterogeneous backgrounds that the
team approach-then called the systems
approach-had to be institutionalized.
Gen. Bernard Schriever, head of the
Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile
project, relied on a collective develop-
ment process that involved hundreds of
major contractors.

Study groups of academic and indus-
trial engineers and scientists created the
conceptual design of the SAGE air
defense systems, and interdisciplinary
teams at Lincoln Laboratory and else-
where developed the second generation
of Whirlwind-genre computers, com-
puter networks, and advanced radar.

Parallel development-simultaneous
pursuit ofseveralsolutions, which Kiely
also describes--ean be traced back to
the Manhattan Project and was also
commonplace in the military-funded
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aerospace projects of the 1950s. At the
beginning of the U.S. Navy-funded
Polaris project to develop an intermedi-
ate-range ballistic missile, an interdisci-
plinary and interorganizational team
launched propulsion, guidance, and
structure sub-projects simultaneously.
The complexity of managing concurrent
development led the Navy and its indus-
trial contractors to introduce computer
planning and monitoring.

We too rarely acknowledge the re-
markable impetus that the military-indus-
trial-universitycomplexgaveto the devel-
opment of new managerial approaches
and technicalproblem-solving.In cooper-
ation, the threecould once again foster
suchinnovations,especiallyin thereaJmof
large-scalenon-military-fundedprojects.

THOMAS P. HUGHES

Andrew W. Mellon Professor
University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pa.

Ienjoyed Tom Kiely's article on team-
work-s-especially new-product develop-
ment teams. Too often, such teams have
been describedin unrealistically positive
terms, and some executives believe that
teams will immediately produce positive
results. The reality is that, in most cases,
teams pose difficult organizational chal-
lenges and require significant time,
energy, and resources.

While the transitionto teams can be
taxing, teamwork does offer tremendous

potential payoffsif it is introduced effec-
tively. Improved productivity, quality,
worker satisfaction, and reduced turn-
over and absenteeism are among the
positive outcomes that organizations
have enjoyed. Some might argue that
they are becoming so prevelant that
work teams nolonger represent a real
competitive advantage but simply a path
that must be taken to keep up. Person-
ally, I believe that tremendous competi-
tive advantages arestill available to
organizations that prepare for and do
teams well. Effective team systems
require commitment, preparation, and
realistic expectations.

CHARLES,C. MANZ

Professor of Management
Arizona State University

Tempe, Ariz.

STRIKE LABOR UNIONS
Itake exception to the notion raised in
"Creating a Level Playing Field"(TR
May/June 1994), by Richard J. Barnet
and John Cavanagh, that all the good
things in America come from labor
unions and governrnent regulations, and
that we should force other countries to
implement similar measures. Taiwan,
Korea, and other Asian Tigers have
prospered without the help of an exten-
sive labor-union movement.If we really
want to help Third World workers, we
should encourage free markets, not
"New Deal" socialist regulations.

Wages in Taiwan are 10 to 20 times
higher than in China primarily because
of capitalism, not because Taiwan has
more labor regulations. The British
economy after World War II was
nearly destroyed by overpowerfulla-
bor unions. The decline of U.S. manu-
facturing was exacerbated bylabor
unions that interfered with the inno-
vations needed for competitiveness.If
we truly want alevel playing field, we
will allow the U.S. union movement to
continue its downward spiral into the
dustbin of history and begin the pro-
cess of dismantling oppressive U.S.
labor regulations.

WILLIAM C. HAMPTON

Houston,Tex.


